
HT5200UV
BRAND-NEW 
HYBRID PRINTER
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UV curing

Data transmission

Environment

HT5200UV

Kyocera Industrial-grade Grayscale Printhead

2-16 pcs (3-row)

605x1800dpi，363x3600dpi

Draft 

Production

Quality 

Bidirectional, high speed

309 ㎡/h(symmetrical 3-row)

228 ㎡/h(symmetrical 3-row)

152 ㎡/h(symmetrical 3-row)

197 ㎡/h(ordinary 3-row)

165 ㎡/h(ordinary 3-row)

114 ㎡/h(ordinary 3-row)

5200mm

30mm

Soft films, car stickers, coated banners,PVC boards, KT boards etc.

Environmental friendly UV (VOC free)

C、M、Y、K、Lc、Lm、W

8060x2090x1770mm

8350x2270x2155mm

4200Kg

5400Kg

13kW（6A）

220VAC 50HZ 1P/N/PE

Caldera

UV-LED lamp

High-speed PCIE

Separated workroom in good cleaning and ventilated condition, avoid direct sunlight;
Temperature: 18℃~30℃（64°F-86°F）;
Constant humidity: 30%-70% (non-condensing)

Max printing width: 5200mm Max productivity: 309㎡/h Max resolution: 363x3600dpi

Highlights

Brand-new large format printing of 5.2m with broad applications
Max print width up to 5200mm for more choices
Support single roll, two rolls and three rolls printing

Productivity up to 309 ㎡/h for higher stability and efficiency
7*24 hours production
Multi modules promotion for higher efficiency and quality

Resolution up to 363x3600dpi for higher printing quality
Greyscale inkjet technology
A top-level R&D team with 20 years of industry

A full set of solutions and color modes for flexible business development
Various color combinations are optional
Over 10 types of white ink solutions are optional

An industrial digital printing solutions provider
Independent 

printhead-drive 
technology

Self-developed 
control system

Self-developed 
MES system

Independent ink 
industrial chain

Global 
service system

Technical specificationsAdvertising 

Home decoration
Glass, planks, tiles, windows, suspended ceilings, marble, ceiling...

Sheets: signs, acrylic, metal plates, PVC boards, KT boards, corrugated boards, plastics, PC, ABS, 3C...
Coils: light films, soft films, car stickers, printable flex, coated banners, light box fabrics, non-woven fabrics, elastic fabrics and wallpapers...

Packaging
Paper, wood, plate making, leather...

Others
Plastics, rubber, wine bottles, boxes, cosmetics...

Support various coils printing including coated banner and soft film, 
also sheets printing including PVC and KT board (under 30mm)
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HT5200UV Brand-new hybrid printer

Fully square steels-welded racks and rail beams for higher stability

All-in-one vacuum adsorption platform for firm adsorption

Automatic correction and protection system to ensure stable running of the conveyor belt

Front and back rollers-driven for higher precision

Automatic collision avoidance for higher yield

White ink circulatory system for less precipitate

Independent one-way pressure system to lower maintenance costs

Quick setup of parameters with integrated control interface

Powerful software and hardware deliver high-value 
large-format applications

5200mm 363x3600dpi

309㎡/h business development


